The article examines the museum interpretation of the creativity of artists representing the 'naive art' -an art differing from the academic canons. Creativity of naive artists can be seen as a manifestation of identity: cultural, ethnic, gender, and social one.
Introduction
Naive art as a cultural phenomenon is based more on the personal experiences and stories than on artistic styles, commissions or academic canons. Exhibitions of naive art create a meeting space between the artists' stories and the memory, experience and emotions of the viewers. Museum gives these stories a voice. Museum 'talks' naive, shows the visitors the stories about naive art collections, speaking in a collector's vernacular, showing ways and methods of working with artists and collections. This understanding of specific characteristics of the museum interpretation of naive art follows from the understanding of the essence and sources of this art.
Naive artworks are often biographical: they represent the artists' connection to the history of their country and the intersection between the fate of the artists and their home land -both the 'small' and the 'big' one. The pictures tell about the artists' life and character; they become illustrations of retrospective narratives implicitly told by the artists. The result is the emergence of a 'naive history' and 'folk ethnography', which sometimes outstrip academic research in their authenticity and fine attention to details. Of course, both textual and visual narratives of non-professional artists hold a certain amount of fiction, an improvised interpretation of their stories and characters. This, though, does not preclude their academic study and interpretation. But the main value of naive verbal-visual narratives is that they preserve information not about national historical events, but about the way these events are reflected in people's 
The Concept of Naive Art
It is worth noting that naive art is not a depiction of the outside world, but its conceptualization, creation of a world picture. Despite their different techniques, naive artists conceptualize the reality in similar ways; however, they depict different subjects and different fragments of world picture. Therefore, naive pictoriality is a conceptualization of an individual world picture. Naive artists produce their own models of the world, completely coherent within their own experience. Therefore, they are sincere: they create a model of everything, but it is an everything as they know it.
These subjects are memories of events, experiences-reminiscences, spatial and material perceptions, behavioral modes, time. Naive art is a realization of a need to express oneself, to tell about one's own attitudes to the preserved experience and knowledge, interpreting it as a valuable heritage that deserves preservation and 
The Features of Naive Narrative
Naive narratives are directly related to an individual experience, while occupying a special position regarding social experience and official 'grand' historical narratives.
Narration is a tool for understanding and justifying individual experience. Narration, 
Conclusions
The art of naive artists is a manifestation of their identity. Researchers differentiate between a personal and a social identity, with such variations of social identity as local, ethnic, gender identity, etc. We ignore this difference, taking an individual as an agent of social relations and acknowledging the socially determined character of memory and its narrative nature. Identity is defined as a personally accepted meaning of an individual's position within the social system. In Soviet history, identity as a 'reflexively organized effort' is tied to the process through which rural residents were transformed into urban dwellers en masse; identity is a consequence of this revolutionary pro- Roman Ingarden views the end of the story as a factor that produces semantic meaning in the narrative sequence. Therefore, according to Ingarden, only a conclusion of the story makes it meaningful, and only a finished story becomes a source of its morphology [1, p. 30] . Naive art work is a finalization of life narrative imbuing it with sense and meaning.
